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A. INTRODUCTION
Objectives and research methodology
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Research objectives
• UNICEF OFFICE IN MONTENEGRO AND MONTENEGRIN MINISTRY OF HEALTH INTRODUCED AN INITIATIVE IN 2014 

TOWARDS ENCOURAGING PARENTS FROM NORTHERN MUNICIPALITIES OF MONTENEGRO TO ENROL THEIR 
CHILDREN IN  PRESCHOOL EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS – KINDERGARTENS. WITHIN THIS INITIATIVE, IN THE SPRING 
OF 2015, THE CAMPAIGN „SVI U VRTIĆ“  WAS CONDUCTED IN FIVE NORTHERN MUNICIPALITIES: ANDRIJEVICA, 
BERANE, BIJELO POLJE, PLAV AND ROŽAJE. AFTER THE GREAT SUCCESS OF THIS CAMPAIGN, WHICH HAS BEEN 
DOCUMENTED IN THE SURVEY ON CAMPAIGN EFFECTS IN JULY 2015 
(HTTP://WWW.UNICEF.ORG/MONTENEGRO/CAMPAIGNS_27658.HTML), THE UNICEF OFFICE HAS DECIDED TO 
PROCEED WITH THIS INITIATIVE IN NEWLY SELECTED MUNICIPALITIES. IN SPRING OF 2016 THE CAMPAIGN WILL BE 
CONDUCTED IN THE FOLLOWING SIX MUNICIPALITIES: KOLAŠIN, MOJKOVAC, PLUŽINE, ŠAVNIK, ŽABLJAK AND 
PLJEVLJA

• WITHIN THE CONTINUED INITIATIVE FOR ENCOURAGING PARENTS FROM NORTHERN MONTENEGRIN 
MUNICIPALITIES TO ENROL THEIR CHILDREN IN PRESCHOOL EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS:

1) IN MARCH 2016, A BASELINE SURVEY WAS REALISED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN INSIGHT INTO AWARENESS, 
PRACTICES AND ATTITUDES OF PARENTS TOWARDS PRESCHOOL EDUCATION, AS WELL AS THE REASONS DUE TO 
WHICH CHILDREN AGED FROM 3 TO 5 YEARS DO NOT ATTEND PRESCHOOL INSTITUTIONS  - KINDERGARTENS

2) AN EVALUATION SURVEY HAS ALSO BEEN PLANNED AFTER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CAMPAIGN „SVI U VRTIĆ“, 
AND THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS SURVEY IS TO GAIN INSIGHT INTO THE EFFECTS OF THE CAMPAIGN, 
AWARENESS AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS PRESCHOOL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN AGED FROM 3 TO 5 YEARS

http://www.unicef.org/montenegro/campaigns_27658.html
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Methodology
BASELINE SURVEY

Quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection were used in the survey

QUANTITATIVE SURVEY 

Target population: Parents with children from 3 to 5 years old who do not attend preschool institutions,  in 
municipalities of Northern Montenegro: Nikšić, Plužine, Šavnik, Žabljak, Pljevlja, Kolašin i  Mojkovac

Type of sample and sample selection: Two-stage stratified, combined sample 

- Strata: municipalities and type of settlement (urban and rural)

- Units of the first stage (primary sampling units): Polling place territories

- Selection of households (respondents) – combination of systematic sampling with random selection of 
sampling point and equal walk and method of „snowball“   

Size of sample: 480  households /respondents (270 in urban and 210 in rural areas)

Method of data collection: Face-to-face in respondent’s household using structured questionnaire

Period of data collection: 03rd March to 08th April 2016
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Methodology
QUALITATIVE SURVEY

Objective of qualitative survey was twofold : 

• Deeper understanding of practices and attitudes of parents towards preschool education, 

• Gaining insight into the opinions of kindergarten teachers and primary school teachers about the possibilities to improve 
the coverage of children by preschool education

A total of 10 interviews were realised: 6 with parents (4 with parents of children who do not attend kindergarten and 2 with parents 
of children who attend kindergarten) and 4 with kindergarten teachers and primary school teachers (2 with kindergarten teachers 
and 2 with primary school teachers)

Structure of the realised interviews:

• Two mothers from rural areas in which there is no kindergarten and whose children do not attend kindergarten (Nikšić 
municipality – Bogetići and Pljevlja municipality – Komini)

• Two mothers from urban areas in which kindergartens are available, but whose children do not attend kindergarten (Nikšić and 
Žabljak)

• One mother from rural area (Nikšić municipality - Duklo) and one mother from urban area (Pljevlja) whose children attend 
kindergarten

• One kindergarten teacher from rural area (Nikšić municipality - MIločani) and one kindergarten teacher from urban area (Žabljak)

• One teacher who teaches first grade pupils this year from rural area (Pljevlja municipality – Strahov Do)  and one teacher who 
teaches first grade pupils this year from urban area (Nikšić)
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B. SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
• The majority of parents whose children do not attend kindergarten express positive attitudes towards

children’s attendance of kindergarten: 83% of parents agree that it is better for the child to attend
kindergarten, even if there is someone to take care of the child at home

• Reasons due to which parents still do not enrol their children in kindergarten are strikingly different
between those who live in settlements in which a kindergarten is available (mainly urban settlements) and
the ones who live in settlements where there is no kindergarten (mainly rural settlements):

✓ In settlements with kindergarten(s), a majority of parents (64%) specify reasons of subjective nature 
(the child is too small for kindergarten, kindergarten service is poor, children cannot learn anything that 
they cannot learn at home there, children attending kindergarten are sickly... )

✓ In settlements without a kindergarten, a majority of parents (74%) mention objective obstacles 
(distance from kindergartens, lack of transportation means...)

• Although high costs of stay in kindergarten is mentioned as a reason not to enrol children by a smaller
percentage of parents (28% in settlements with kindergarten and 17% in settlements without a
kindergarten), serious unemployment and low income, particularly in the households from rural areas,
clearly indicate that finances are a significant reason due to which parents do not enrol their children in
kindergarten. Participants in in-depth interviews (parents, kindergarten teachers and primary school
teachers) agree that for majority of parents cost of kindergarten attendance is the main obstacle to
enrolment in kindergarten, particularly in rural areas without kindergarten, where the cost additionally
increases with payment of transportation to distant kindergartens.
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
• For a majority of households in rural settlements (77%), kindergarten services are not available in the

place where they live, and, according to parents, the closest kindergarten is on average 12.3 km away
(in settlements without kindergarten, 15.5 km)

• In rural settlements, one half of the families whose children do not attend kindergarten do not have
access to any public transport, and another 10% do not have a regular transport, so they themselves
would have to provide transport for their children to and from kindergarten if their children were
enrolled

• The financial situation of a majority of families whose children do not attend kindergarten is very
destitute, leaving no space for additional costs related to stay of children in kindergarten:

✓ Income in majority of households in the month preceding the survey was below 100 Euros per
household member, and the smallest income was recorded in families living in the settlements
without a kindergarten (72% had less than 100 Euros per household member)

✓ In 54% of the households only one household member had regular income, and in 14% none of
them had regular income (9% in urban and 20% in rural settlements)

✓ 13% of families receive social welfare (9% in urban and 20% in rural settlements)

• Nevertheless, a majority of households live in dwellings that are in relatively good condition and
provide basic conditions for living (electricity, running water, sewerage, bathroom, even car and
computer)
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

• Children who do not attend kindergarten spend most of their time with their mother (majority of mothers
whose children do not attend kindergarten are unemployed and spend most of their time with their
children). In multigenerational families (25% in urban and 57% in rural settlements) other family members
take care of the children (mothers in law / grandmothers)

• Children mainly have a number of various toys, but children in urban areas have more toys, particularly toys
for simulation, books (fairy tales, stories) and colouring books

• Majority of parents (60%) agree that, for proper development, children need as much stimulation from
their environment and from adults as possible, but nearly one third of the parents think that children
should start learning only when they enter school, not before

• As indicators of adequate child development, parents primarily mention physical and social indicators, while
just somewhat above one half of them mention learning and acquiring knowledge of new things (such as
knowledge of colours, numbers, letters...)

• Majority of parents in urban settlements are informed about child development from medical workers,
and in rural settlements from older household members

• Parents agree that the same attention should be paid to both male and female children, and that children
of both genders equally benefit from participation and learning in preschool group activities.
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
• When it comes to knowledge about the work of preschool institutions, majority of parents from settlements

with kindergarten (63%) state that they are at least mostly informed, while in settlements without
kindergarten less than one third of parents feel that they are mostly informed

• However, majority of parents have been informed about the work of kindergartens indirectly (from other
people, from the media...), while only 41% were informed directly in the kindergarten (51% in settlements with
kindergarten, and only 16% in settlements without a kindergarten)

• Nevertheless, a great majority of the parents recognise the importance of kindergarten for child development,
particularly parents from rural settlements – primarily the ones without a kindergarten

✓ 63% of parents from settlements without a kindergarten think that kindergarten is very important for the
development of the child, and another 28% that it is important, while 41% of parents from settlements
with kindergarten think that kindergarten is very important, and 45% that it is important

✓ 88% of parents from settlements without a kindergarten think that the main role of kindergarten is to
stimulate child development (not to watch over children), while 75% of parents from settlements with
kindergarten share the same opinion

• Parents expect from kindergarten to teach their children social skills, independence and discipline, while a
small percentage of parents expect them to teach their children letters, numbers, how to read and write – and
these expectations are in line with the opinion of parents about what the child should know prior to starting
school

• The main reason why children should stay at home after all is striking fear of parents that their children will
often be ill if they attend kindergarten (39% of parents mention this reason)
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
• Majority of parents reacted very positively to the possibility of introducing a three-hour free

preschool programme which would be in their vicinity, because this would solve the two key
problems due to which their children do not attend kindergarten - distance and costs

✓90% of parents in rural settlements and 85% in urban stated that they would allow their children
to attend this programme

• Attitudes of majority of parents towards alternative programmes for children from the settlement
without a kindergarten are also positive, although parents gave preference to the three-hour
programme in their vicinity

✓81% of parents stated that they would enrol their child in kindergarten if it included organised
transport, but when they had to make a choice between the same programme in a local school and
programme with organised transport to kindergarten in town, 65% of parents chose the programme
in a local school

✓Mobile kindergartens are an acceptable solution for 67% of parents

✓58% of parents would be interested in interactive services

• All proposed programmes would definitely increase the coverage of children in kindergartens, but,
according to expressed preferences of parents, introduction of a three-hour free preschool
programme which would be in their vicinity would have the strongest effect
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C. MAIN FINDINGS
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C1. DATA ABOUT SETTLEMENTS AND 
HOUSEHOLDS
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DATA ABOUT SETTLEMENTS- AVAILABILITY OF PRESCHOOL 
INSTITUTIONS AND SCHOOLS
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1

Type of settlement in which the 
household a are located: 

Base: Total target population

56

10

28

5

Urban settlement

Village with
kindergarten and
school
Village with school,
without a
kindergarten
Isolated village
(school distant more
than 5 km)

Base: Rural settlements (44% of target population)

For 60% the nearest preschool institution is more 
than 4 km away, and in settlements without a 

kindergarten for 62% more than 8 km away

Primary school is considerably more accessible, and in 
85% of cases not more than 4 km away, but in 

settlements  without a kindergarten for 19% more than 
8 km

The closest outpatient clinic and the closest post 
office are more than 4 km away for respectively 57% 

and 50% of households

40% live in dense, and 60% in scattered villages

The following is characteristic for households 
from rural settlements whose children do not 
attend  kindergarten: 

77%  live in settlements which do not have a 
preschool institution
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On average, kindergarten is the remotest institution in rural settlements, and in settlements 
without a kindergarten average distance from the kindergarten is more than 15 km

1

What is the distance from your home to the closest institution? 

Base: Rural settlements (44% of target population)

12.3

7.8

7.0

2.8

Kindergarten or
other preschool

institution

Outpatient clinic

Post office

Primary school

Average distance of institutions in km in rural settlements

Settlements 
with 

kindergarten

Settlements 
without 

kindergarten

Kindergarten 1.8 km 15.5 km

Outpatient 
clinic

3.2 km 9.2 km

Post office 1.3 km 8.8 km

Primary 
school

1.3 km 3.2 km
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Majority of parents from rural settlements go to town less than once a week

1

How often during one typical week to you go to urban settlement (place)?

Base: Rural settlements (44% of target population)

For a great majority (above 80%), frequency of 
visits to town does not depend on season

Typical reasons for visit to town are purchase 
of basic provisions (83%), finishing 

administrative tasks (79%) and visits to doctor 
(77%)

They usually come to town with their own car 
(78%)

For 50% no public transport is available, while 
10% do not have a regular transport

11% 10% 11%

31%
49%

25%

59%
41%

64%

Total Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

Less than
once a week

2-3 times a
week

Every day
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In some rural settlements, the absence of paved roads and the unavailability of regular public 
transport make the closest kindergarten even less accessible, while the small number of 
children in the settlements additionally limits the opportunities for social contact with peers

“ Well, the closest shop is a 10-15 minutes walk from us. We have a school, 13
pupils, this is our good luck, it is also at a distance of 15 minutes on foot– it is
worse when it snows. We also have an outpatient ambulance room, now we just
need them to open something for small children...The closest kindergarten is 13
km from the road...Well, we also lack a road, we need a road to the kindergarten
and a road to school. Even when he rides a bicycle he asks me why we don’t have
a road. I tell him to ride around the house, and he gets angry and throws the
bike...What can I tell you, it would also be good for kids if we had a paved road...
Our child also longs for other children, because he likes to play - there are only
two or three of them here...” (Unemployed mother, Nikšić rural - Bogetići, child
aged 4 years and 4 months)
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DATA ABOUT THE HOUSEHOLD – HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS AND 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE HOUSEHOLD
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Majority of households in urban settlements are composed of nuclear families, and in rural 
settlements of multigenerational families; a higher percentage of families in rural 
settlements  have more than one child

Base: Total target population

63% (urban 74%, rural 42%) 36% (urban 25%, rural 57%) 1%(urban 2%, rural 1%)

Total number of household 
members

Number of children below 18 years in household

Type of household

Nuclear family Multigenerational family Single parent

19% 26%
10%

32%
35%

28%

22%
18%

28%

15% 12%
18%

12% 9% 17%

Total Urban Rural

Above 7

6

5

4

Up to 3 26% 32%
19%

44% 42%
46%

22% 19%
25%

5% 4% 6%2% 1% 3%

Total Urban Rural

6 to 8

5

4

3

2

1
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Majority of fathers and mothers have finished secondary school, but in urban areas, a 
higher percentage of parents have higher education.

Base: Total target population

In 78% of cases neither father nor mother attended kindergarten – 72% in 
urban areas and 86% in rural.

Highest education– child’s/children’s mother Highest education– child’s/children’s father?

2% 3%6% 1% 12%
15%

13%

17%

59%
56%

63%

19%
27%

8%

Total Urban Rural

College or university

Finished secondary school

3-year secondary school

Finished primary school

4 grades of primary school

No formal education 1% 2%6% 3% 10%

20% 16%
24%

62%
62%

63%

11% 17%
3%

Total Urban Rural

College or university

Finished secondary school

3-year secondary school

Finished primary school

4 grades of primary school

No formal education
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Majority of mothers are unemployed or housewives, but a considerable percentage of 
fathers also work only occasionally or are unemployed – particularly in rural settlements

Base: Total target population

Current working status of child’s/children’s mother? Current working status of child’s/children’s father?

14% 19%
8%

8%
11%

4%

1%

2%

3%

50%
45%

56%

1% 2%

24% 22% 26%

Total Urban Rural

Maternity leave

Housewife

Pensioner

Unemployed

Farmer

Self-employed

Occasional work

Permanently employed

43% 49%
35%

19%
22%

15%

6%

7%

4%

6%
1%

12%

21% 16%
27%

2% 2% 3%

Total Urban Rural

Works abroad

House work

Pensioner

Unemployed

Farmer

Self-employed

Illegal work

Occasional work

Works abroad
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Financial situation of families whose children do not attend kindergarten

2

8% of families had no income during February 2016 (4% in urban and 12% in rural settlements), while
the highest % of families without income (15%) live in villages  without a kindergarten

Base: Total target population

Majority of the households(54%) have only one member with regular monthly income, while 14% 
have not a single member with regular income (9% in urban and 20% in rural settlements)

Social welfare or material assistance is received by circa 13% of families (12% in urban and 15% in
Rural settlements)

Majority of families (72%) state that their income is significantly below average income in Montenegro
(67% in urban and 80% in rural settlements). 

Circa ¼ of families state that they are not able to cover all expenditures of their child, 56% state that
they are mainly able to cover them, while 20% are between these two grades

More than half of the families (52%) had income per household member of less than 100 Euros (39% in 
Urban and 68% in rural settlements). The smallest income is recorded in families who live in villages
without a kindergarten (72%  had less than 100 Euros per household member)
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Majority of families live in dwellings which are in good condition, and almost all of 
them have all basic conditions for living (electricity, running water, basic appliances...)

Household dwelling - assessment 
(based on interviewer’s impression)

Base: Total target population

100%

100%

99%

97%

94%

94%

94%

78%

61%

57%

17%

3%

Electricity

Mobile phone

TV

Erunning water

WC within flat/house

Sewerage

Bathroom

Car

Computer

Internet

Landline phone

Motorcycle / moped

Household equipment

17%
28%

2%

40%
34%

48%

38% 32%
47%

4% 5% 2%1% 2% 1%

Total Urban Rural

Other

Dilapidated house

Older house in relatively
good condition

New house in good
condition

Flat in residential building
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Dwellings of families whose children do not attend kindergarten

2

Base: Total target population

70% of households have more than 3 rooms in the house 

56% of families live in 60 m² 
or above houses (17% of families live in houses with more than 90m²)

In 60% of cases children have a separate room from 
adult household members to stay in
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In contrast to local infrastructural problems, unemployment and low income, when it 
comes to their household, parents mainly evaluate that they have at least basic 
conditions for living

“None of us works at the moment,
mother receives a pension...I receive
social welfare, 95 Euros... We have a
cable TV... We have a computer, laptop,
Internet is currently out of operation –
we still haven’t connected it, some
people say that it is impossible here...
Grandmother bought all of that...
(Unemployed mother, Nikšić rural -
Bogetići, child aged 4 years and 4
months, does not attend kindergarten)

“My husband works in City Sanitation, I am
not employed, private employers give
miserable paychecks, it isn’t worth the
time... We have no other income or
assistance, just this one salary, nothing
else... Yes, we have all basic necessities –
electricity, water, cable TV, we also have a
car – there is no other transport here, it is a
pity... If we had more money we would
make one more room for children, since this
is not enough...“ (Unemployed mother,
Pljevlja rural - Komini, children aged 4,5
years, does not attend kindergarten)
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C2. CHILDCARE MODELS, KNOWLEDGE ABOUT 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT  AND PRACTICES IN 
STIMULATION OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT
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CHILDCARE MODELS
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Mothers spend majority of time with the child. Majority of mothers spend more than 5 hours 
a day in active interaction with the child – mothers in urban areas have more time  for active 
interaction than mothers from rural areas

Base: Total target population

How much time does the mother spend  daily
in active interaction with the child?

What does the child do with his/her mother?

90%

78%

78%

78%

32%

28%

20%

7%

1%

Plays with toys

Watches
TV/cartoons

Draws, colours…

Sings songs

Learns letters

Plays games
(computer, tablet,…

Learns to read and
write

Nothing, the child
plays on his/her…

Other

Multiple 
responses

1% 1% 1%
16% 11%

23%

9%
6%

11%

75%
82%

65%

Total Urban Rural

More than 5 hours

3 - 5 hours

1 - 3 hours

Less than 1 hour
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Majority of parents have someone to take care of the child when they have to leave the house. These 
are mainly household members – spouse in urban areas, and mother in law (granny) in rural

When you have to leave home longer than an hour do you have anyone to leave the child with?

Base: Total target population

43%

35%

4%

5%

7%

2%

4%

47%

32%

2%

5%

7%

4%

4%

38%

40%

5%

6%

7%

4%

Yes, spouse

Yes, mother in law

Yes, brothers and sisters younger
than 10 years

Yes, brothers and sisters older
than 10 years

Yes, other family members

Neighbours, friends, hired help

No, usually I don't

Total

Urban

Rural
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Nevertheless,  circa 1/3 of parents had to leave the child alone for longer than half an hour 
at least once a week,  while 14% had to leave the child with siblings younger than 10 years

Base: Total target population

67%

11%

9%

5%

1%

5%

1%

2%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

86%

5%

4%

2%

0%

1%

1%

0%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

How many times during last week did you
have to leave alone  for more than ½ an hour?

How many times during last week did you  have 
to leave the child to be cared for by another child 

from the household younger than 10 years old for longer 
than ½ an hour?
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Only 2% of the parents whose children do not attend kindergarten pay some other person to 
take care of the child, in both rural and urban settlements

3Base: Total target population

2%

32%

67%

Yes

No,  children are taken care of by some
family member (mother in law, etc.)

No, there is no need for additional care,
mother/parents spend time with the
children

Do you pay some other person to care about your child/children?
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Majority of children have at least some of the specified toys

3

38%

18%

8%

6%

6%

5%

1%

44%

51%

28%

49%

51%

54%

65%

17%

27%

41%

33%

40%

37%

33%

2%

5%

23%

12%

3%

4%

1%

Children's books – scientific topics adapted for 
children

Toys for development of certain child`s functions - e.g.
fitting shapes and forms.

Dolls - plasticdolls, stuffed dolls, simulation of
kitchens

Children's books– fairy tales, stories…

Colouring books

Picture books with notions about the world (e.g.
animals, nature ...)

Balls

None  1-3  4-10 Over 10

Base: Total target population

How many of the following items do you have in your household for the child aged 3-5 years? 
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On average, children from rural areas have a somewhat smaller number of toys than children 
in urban areas, particularly when it comes to dolls and other toys for simulation and 
children’s books (fairy tales and stories)

3

Base: Total target population

9

6

4

5

4

3

2

1

11

8

4

6

5

4

3

1

6

4

5

4

4

3

2

1

Dolls – plastic, stuffed dolls, simulation of kitchen, …

Children's books – fairy tales, stories…

Toys for development of certain functions – fitting …

Colouring books

Picture books with notions about the world (e.g.…

Balls

Children`s books - scientific topics adapted for children

Plasticine, clay

Total

Urban

Rural

AVERAGE VALUES

How many of the following items do you have in your household for the child aged 3-5 years? 
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„His grandmother and aunt take care of him, I do
too, most of the time. He plays alone, goes with his
grandmother to the garden, helps, he prefers to
spend time with his grandmother...He plays, runs
around, plays with his ball, he is delighted with
cartoons, he watches them for 3 hours. He has 2
bicycles, I bought him a motorcycle with
accumulator, he has everything, his grandmother
puts aside some money for him, all of us as well “.
(Unemployed mother, Nikšić rural - Bogetići, child 4
years and 4 months, does not attend kindergarten)

„His father and I take care of him when he
is at home. He asks from us to read to
him... He has started to colour colouring
books...Cubes, he has a lot o cubes. He
does it by himself. Toys, dinosaurs...they
are the hit now “. (Unemployed mother,
highly educated, Nikšić urban, child is aged
4 years and 11 months, does not attend
kindergarten)

Interviews with mothers from rural and urban areas well illustrate the findings of the survey. According 
to educated mother from urban area, mother and father take care of the child – they read books to 
him/her, the child colours colouring books..., while mother from rural settlement states that the child 
prefers to be with his grandmother, he spends more time outside, and when he is at home he spends 

time watching cartoons

„There is nothing for children here, they opened a sports hall, they can go to training there... We have nothing.
Older children go to school, and that’s all. The place is small. The only institutions which work are the ones
which must work, healthcare, municipality and school, everything else is closing down. It gets worse day by day
“. (Unemployed mother – hairdresser, Žabljak urban, child 3 years and 6 months, does not attend kindergarten)

Mother from Žabljak (urban) complains about scarce contents for children in small villages
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND PARENTAL 
PRACTICES FOR ENHANCEMENT OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT
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Besides physical indicators parents also mention social indicators, but just somewhat above one half of 
them (55%) mention learning – acquiring new concepts as an indicator of good child development at 
this stage of child growth

How would you say that your child is developing - both physically and mentally?

Base: Total target population

92%

73%

70%

70%

68%

63%

63%

55%

55%

54%

52%

The child grows up - gains in height and weight

The child eats nicely

The child is always cheerful and happy with other people

The child socializes and plays with other children

The child is curious and follows what happens around…

The child is able to articulate his/her needs

The child is physically dexterous (can kick ball, throw ball...)

The child learns and adopts new things (colors, numbers,…

The child doesn`t often get sick

The child is peaceful and obedient

The child doesn`t cry much

Multiple responses
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Majority of parents from urban settlements obtain information about child development 
from medical workers, and in rural settlements from older household members

How do you get informed about the ages at which a child should know or be able to do certain 
things, for example stand up, speak simple words, etc.?

Base: Total target population

55%

46%

25%

22%

14%

61%

39%

20%

15%

19%

47%

55%

32%

32%

9%

From pediatrician, midwives, visiting nurse...

From older household members - mother in law...

From TV (e.g. `˜Vreme je za bebe`) and radio

From friends, acquaintances who have children

Brochures from maternity hospital/from
pediatrician, professional literature ...

Total

Urban

Rural

Multiple responses
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Parents agree that children of both genders should have equal attention devoted to, and a 
significant percentage (38%) believes that children of both genders should be equally 
punished

4
Base: Total target population

1

5

94

Boys

Girls

Both

3

38

59
Boys

Girls

Both

No one

Who should receive more parental attention? Who should be punished physically more (slapped)?
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1%

2%

97%

Boys

Girls

Both

Parents believe that children of both genders benefit equally from preschool and school 
activities.

4
Base: Total target population

1%

6%

93%

Boys

Girls

Both

Who benefits more from preschool activities when 
various things are learned?

Who benefits more from going to school?
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Most parents agree that children need lots of environmental stimuli and strong support of 
adults. However, almost one third of parents believe that children should start learning when 
they start school, not earlier than that.

Base: Total target population

70%

30%

Early childhood is a stage when children learn and
develop very rapidly; for this reason they need
many new experiences and adults to guide and
support them.

Young children grow and develop naturally in the
early years, they will learn when they start school

Please tell me which of these you agree more with
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„I trust my mother (63 years) most,
and always ask her for information,
I’m 38 years old, she has always
known the best“. (unemployed
mother, Nikšić rural - Bogetići, child 4
years and 4 months old, does not
attend kindergarten)

„A parent can feel it...I’ve had those green brochures -
child development and what should be done at what
age... We went to see a paediatrician once a month
when they were babies... But there are those
experienced women who know things... And not only
doctors and books. I rely on my sister-in-law, she is
older than myself and rather experienced...“
(unemployed mother, faculty education, Nikšić rural
– Duklo, child 4 years, 6 months old, goes to
kindergarten)

In individual interviews, the mothers from rural and urban settlements (even one mother 
with higher education)  confirm that they rely most on the elderly household members in 
regard to children’s development (mothers, mothers-in-law...). Also, the interviewed 
kindergarten teacher from rural settlement agrees that parents from these areas are mostly 
under the influence of the elderly household members, but says that things are changing 
and clash of generations is seriously growing

„I think that parents who live here don’t get informed much. They are under the influence of the
elderly household members, grandmother, mother-in-law... But I believe that conflicts between
different generations are growing...“ (kindergarten teacher, Nikšić rural – Miloćani)
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„These young women who live in the country
wish for their children to be healthy and sound.
Some are satisfied when their children are just
healthy and playing, while others consider that
what they learn every day is important ...“
(kindergarten teacher, Nikšić rural – Miloćani)

„It is true that children learn more quickly. But I
am against it. I don’t want to burden them with
excessive things. They watch cartoons in English
and I tell them when they ask me something, but I
really don’t want to burden them with other
things. They are children, there will be enough
time to learn later on.“ (unemployed mother,
faculty education, Nikšić urban, child 4 years and
11 months old, does not attend kindergarten)

„I would like children to develop on their own and to learn on their own, we can help them a 
bit, but they should do most on their own “. (unemployed mother, Pljevlja rural – Komini, child 
4 years and 6 months old, does not attend kindergarten)

As for stimulating children’s development, mothers agree that children should be  „helped“ 
and encouraged,  but that they should not be burdened with learning – this is the opinion 
of one mother from a rural settlement and one highly educated mother from an urban 
settlement. The interviewed kindergarten teacher, however, says that there are great 
individual differences and that some mothers value greatly what their children learn in 
kindergarten
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C3. KINDERGARTENS: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES 
AND PRACTICES
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KINDERGARTEN AVAILABILITY
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State kindergartens are the closest to most families. In the settlements without kindergarten, 
27% of parents state that no kindergarten is close enough for children to be able to attend

4

Which kindergartens are close enough for your child to be able to attend them?

Base: Total target population

88%

10%

10%

97%

14%

1%

71%

3%

27%

State kindergarten

Private kindergarten

There is no kindergarten nearby

Total

Settlement with
kindergarten

Settlement without
kindergarten

Multiple responses
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On average, for 70% of the families with children 3 to 5 years old, the distance to the closest 
kindergarten is up to 4km, but there are enormous differences in regard to accessibility of 
kindergarten between urban and rural settlements. In rural settlements without kindergarten, 
the closest kindergarten is more than 10 km away for 54% of families (15.5 km on average)

Base: Total target population

What is the distance in kilometres of the closest kindergarten from your home?

44%

66%

15%

66%

26%

30%

21%

31%

16%

10%

23%

30%

19%
2%

42%

2%

54%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

 More than 10
km

 4.1-10 km

 1.1 - 4 km

Up to 1 km
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More than half of parents (56%) state that they would need up to 15 minutes to get to the 
kindergarten with their children, but most families in rural settlements (especially the 
settlements without kindergarten) would need a lot more time

Base: Total target population

How much time (minutes) would it take you to bring the child to kindergarten? 

16% 23%
7%

23%

40%

49%

28%

49%

22%

37%

26%

51%

27%

57%

7% 1%
15%

2%
18%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

 More than 45
min

 16-45 min

 6-15 min

 Up to 5 min
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Only 29% families living in rural settlements can reach the kindergarten on foot

5

Which means of transportation are available for children in your place to come to this kindergarten? 

Multiple responses; Base: Total target population

70%

60%

6%

1%

0%

52%

84%

5%

0%

0%

92%

29%

7%

2%

Private car

On foot

Local transportation

Organized transportation
to kindergarten

Motorcycle/moped

Total

Urban

Rural

Multiple responses
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT KINDERGARTEN
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While in the settlements with kindergarten more than 60% of parents believe that they are 
well informed about the activities of the preschool institutions,  in the settlements without  a 
kindergarten less than a third of parents consider themselves informed, and more than 40% 
believe to be uninformed

How informed about activities of preschool institutions do you consider yourself, or about what children 
are doing in kindergartens?

Base: Total target population

14%
4%

27%

4%

34%11%
12%

10%

12%

9%23%

21%

26%

21%

27%

43%
50%

34%

50%

29%

9% 14%
3%

13%
2%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

I am completely informed

I am mostly informed

Both yes and no

I mostly don't know much

I almost don't know anything

63%

43%

16%

37%

16%
25%

31%37%

64%
52%
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Most information about kindergarten is indirect (from other people, from the media...) –
less than half of the parents (41%) get informed in the kindergarten  (51% in the settlements 
with kindergarten, and only 16% in settlements without kindergarten)

Base:  93% those who have at least some information about the activities of kindergartens 

How do you get informed about kindergartens?

91% 88% 94% 89% 95%

65% 55%
79%

58%
79%

41% 50%
27%

51% 16%

34% 34% 35% 34% 34%

30% 32% 26% 36%
16%

27% 27% 28% 27%
27%

24% 29% 17%
27%

16%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

Parent himself went to kindergarten

Local healthcare units and hospitals

Experience with my own child who attends a
kindergarten

Stories from school, from teachers

I visited the closest kindergarten to ask for
information

The media (TV, newspapers, radio, Internet)

Stories I hear from friends, family, acquaintances
whose children attend kindergarten

Multiple responses
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„I don’t know what they learn
there... They take care of children
and children learn something there.
Children socialize with each other,
they play with each other, and they
can’t do it at home“. (unemployed
mother, Nikšić rural - Bogetići, child 4
years and 4 month sold, does not
attend kindergarten)

„We don’t know much, we never asked
because we can’t enrol our children
there. We hear things from others,
neighbours, relatives and friends.
Children colour there, draw, play.
Everyone says that it’s good, some even
say that it’s great for children there. I
don’t know“. (unemployed mother,
Pljevlja rural – Komini, child 4 years and 6
months old. Does not attend
kindergarten)

The mothers from rural settlements without a kindergarten confirm that they are not really 
sure what the children are doing in kindergarten, and everything they know, they have 
heard from other people – neighbours, family members and friends. Everything they have 
heard has created a very positive image of kindergartens.
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS KINDERGARTEN
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Great majority of parents (83%) believe that children are better off in kindergarten than at 
home

5

Do you think it’s better for a child to attend a kindergarten or not if there is someone 
available who can take care of them at home?

Base: Total target population

83%

12%

6%

Yes, it is better to attend a
kindergarten anyhow

No, it is better not to attend a
kindergarten if someone can
take care of them at home

DK/Ref
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Most parents believe that the main advantage of kindergarten is socialization of children 
(74%), better preparation for school (45%) and gaining independence (43%)

5

Why do you think children should attend kindergarten?

Multiple responses; Base: Total target population

74%

50%

49%

45%

43%

37%

36%

36%

35%

34%

32%

32%

To socialize: to learn how to behave in a group of peers

To learn nice manners - to ask for things politely,  to say …

To obtain preferred traits:for instance to share things with…

To be more prepared for school

To be independent - to know how to dress alone, to prepare…

To adopt discipline - to learn how to be persistent and…

To acquire hygiene routines: when to take off shoes, to…

To stimulate development: to learn songs, plays...

To acquire self-confidence through relationship with peers…

To stimulate development: to learn basic terms - e.g.…

To adopt constancy - to know when it`s time for breakfast,…

To be separated from parents
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Most parents do recognize the importance of kindergarten for the development of children, 
particularly the parents from rural settlements – primarily from the settlements without  
kindergarten

In your opinion – how important is kindergarten for children’s development? 

Base: Total target population

1% 1% 1% 1% 1%1% 2% 1% 1%
10% 13% 7% 12% 6%

39% 43%
35%

45%

28%

49% 43%
56%

41%

63%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

Very important

Somewhat important

Both yes and no

Mostly not important

Not important at all
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Most parents, 79%, perceive preschool institutions as important for stimulation of early 
child development and for acquiring a set of skills that would not be learned at home. The 
parents from rural settlements and settlements without kindergarten are most likely to 
share this opinion

5
Base: Total target population

Please tell me which of these opinions you agree more with

21% 26%
14%

25%
12%

79%
74%

86%
75%

88%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

The primary role of kindergarten is to
stimulate early child development and to
teach children the skills necessary for their
age that would not be developed at home.

The primary role of kindergarten is to
watch over children while their parents are
at work.
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Parents expect kindergarten to teach their children social skills, discipline and help them 
gain independence

What should children learn in kindergarten?

Multiple responses; Base: Total target population

80%
55%

53%
45%

43%
42%
42%

40%
40%

39%
35%

34%
33%

30%
28%

26%
16%

13%

To fit in a group of peers, to socialize

Nice manners - to ask for things politely, to say „thank you“, …

Not to be selfish, to share things with other children

To learn songs

To be independent - to know how to dress alone, to prepare for

Discipline - to learn to complete tasks given by the teacher

Not to be spoilt or choosy (e.g. to eat the lunch)

To learn basic terms - e.g. colours, numbers, seasons,...etc

To be independent - not to be overly attached to parents

To be self-confident - to gain self-confidence

Hygiene -when to take off shoes, to brush teeth, to wash han

To develop fine motor skills: to learn how to colour more pr

To increase the number of used words

To develop gross motor skills: to stand stable, kick a ball,

To learn letters and numbers

Constancy - to know when it`s time for breakfast, for playin

Child should just socialize in kindergarten, he/she is still

To learn how to read and write

Multiple responses
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What children are expected to learn in kindergarten matches parents’ expectations of what 
their children should know before they start school

6

In your opinion , what should a child know before going to school?

Base: Total target population

99%

98%

98%

98%

96%

59%

25%

To know the basics of nice manners: greeting the teacher, saying 
’you’re welcome’, ’thank you’, ’here you are’, etc.

To know how to behave in the classroom - - listening to others,
obeying the rules

To know how present himself, to express his opinion

To know some basic terms - colors, shapes, numbers...

Some knowledge about the environment and nature

The alphabet

To read

Multiple responses
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Most parents, especially in rural settlements,  agree that children’s stay in kindergarten 
has numerous positive effects, with the exception of children getting sick there

6Base: Total target population

40%

52%

62%

65%

74%

83%

38%

65%

75%

76%

81%

87%

39%

58%

68%

70%

77%

84%

Although child can be infected by other children, this is not
dangerous and it will just make him/her more resilient and

healthier in the future

Children who attended a kindergarten know more (words,
rhymes, plays...) than children who did not attend a

kindergarten

Children who attended a kindergarten do better in a
group/company of peers than children who did not attend

a kindergarten

Children who attended a kindergarten are more prepared
for school than children who did not attend a kindergarten

As encouragement of child development, it is good that
professionals-teachers, besides family members, are also

engaged

It is better for a child age 3 to 5 to spend some time with
his/her peers in a kindergarten every day

Total

Rural

Urban

% of agreement with the attitudes
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There are only two reasons why a child should stay at home that a considerable portion of 
parents agrees on: territorial distance without adequate transportation (48%) and the risk 
for children to get sick in kindergarten (39%)

6

Why do you think child should stay at home (not go to kindergarten)?

Base: Total target population

48%

39%

17%

12%

11%

8%

8%

8%

8%

4%

7%

If kindergarten is very far away, without provided transport…

Children get sick often when attending kindergarten, they are…

There is no reason to pay for a kindergarten if someone can take…

Mother or father, grandparents and other family members will…

Child is ready for peers at a later age - age 4 or 5, not before

Various children attend kindergarten and child might not fit in,…

It is hard for mother (or other family members) not to be with a…

Child shouldn`t be forced to get up early in the morning every day

Child won`t learn anything in a kindergarten that he wouldn`t…

A 3-5 years old child is too little to learn anything, he shouldn`t be…

Don't know

Multiple responses
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Parents mainly agree that children would be better off in a group of peers from the age of 3 
or 4 years, but the parents from rural settlements (particularly the settlements without 
kindergarten) are more willing to include their children in a group at the age of 3 than the 
parents from urban settlements are

At what age do you think a child should spend time with his/her group of peers?

Base: Total target population

2% 1% 3% 1% 4%6% 5% 8%
5%

9%

42% 39%
46%

36%

54%

37%
37%

37%

41%

29%

10% 15%
4%

14%
4%3% 3% 1% 3% 1%

Total Urban Rural Settlement
with

kindergarten

Settlement
without

kindergarten

First grade of primary school

Five years

Four years

Three years

Two years

One year
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„What hurts kindergarten teachers most is when we are considered as mere babysitters. We are not babysitters-
this should be clear to parents, but we are educated women, highly educated, we have educational programs to
adhere to - but parents are not really aware of this... As soon as they enter, parents ask the children whether
they ate, how they behaved – not many of them ask what they learnt... We are really happy when teachers see
the difference between children who went to kindergarten and those who didn’t go... We start with
socialization, children overcome this barrier in kindergarten, they don’t fear to be separated from their parents,
they are self-confident, socialized, they even have good health“. (kindergarten teacher, Nikšić rural – Miloćani)

One kindergarten teacher in rural settlement underlines that even parents whose children
go to kindergarten tend to perceive kindergarten as a place where their children are
watched over first of all, without being familiar enough with the educational programs
conducted in kindergartens, or aware enough of the important role of kindergarten in
socialization, gaining independence, even strengthening of the immune system. The
significant role of kindergarten in preparing children for school is also confirmed by a school
teacher in rural settlement.

„I had a first grader who knew no colours. Or numbers. She knew her name, but no surname. She didn’t know
how old she was… I think that kindergarten teachers are doing a great job, they teach children all that. They
teach them to draw, to colour, their name, surname, the basics. And this child knew nothing. So I started from
the very beginning…“ (school teacher, Pljevlja rural, Strahov Do)
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KINDERGARTEN PRACTICES
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Large majority of parents whose children do not go to kindergarten have never enrolled 
their children in these institutions, particularly in rural areas, or the settlements without a  
kindergarten (88%) 

Has your child attended a nursery or kindergarten?

Base: Total target population

3% 4% 2% 4% 2%
17% 20%

14% 21%
10%

1% 0%
2%

2%

78% 76% 81% 73%
88%

Total Urban Rural Settlment
with a

kindergarten

Settlement
without a

kindergarten

No

Yes, nursery and
kindergarten

Yes, kindergarten

Yes, nursery
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Large majority of parents in urban areas/ settlements with kindergarten have at least 
considered the possibility of enrolling children in kindergarten,  while in the settlements 
without a kindergarten, more than 60% of parents have never considered this possibility

Have you ever considered enrolling your child/ children in kindergarten?

Base: Total target population

61%
76%

43%

74%

39%

39%
24%

57%

26%

61%

Total Urban Rural Settlment with
a kindergarten

Settlement
without a

kindergarten

No

Yes
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49%

51%

Yes

No

64%

50%

23%

21%

Kindergarten

Family, friends,
acquaintances,…

Pediatrician/local
healthcare unit

At school/teacher

The percentage of parents who have actually asked for information about enrolment 
conditions (49%) is smaller than the percentage of parents who have considered enrolment 
at all (61%). These parents mainly looked for information in the kindergarten

Base: Total target population

Have you asked for information about the conditions
for enrollment of your child/ children in kindergarten?

Where have you asked for information about the 
conditions for enrollment of your child/ children

in kindergarten?

Multiple responses; Base:  those who have asked for information about the conditions 
of child/children in kindergarten (49% of target population)
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While in the settlements with a kindergarten parents mainly specify personal and financial 
reasons for not going to kindergarten, distance is the main problem in rural settlements (62%)

24%

22%

14%

12%

9%

5%

4%

3%

1%

1%

1%

1%

28%

1%

19%

17%

13%

3%

6%

4%

2%

1%

2%

2%

1%

17%

62%

4%

3%

2%

9%

1%

1%

1%

1%

We can not pay the fee for kindergarten

The closest kindergarten is very far away

Children who attend kindergarten are often sick, they are more

We have someone to take care about the child at home

The child is too small for peer group

It  is not possible to secure transport of the child

The child didn't manage to adapt to the kindergarten

The child is very much attached to mother/other household me

The kindergarten wouldn't accept the child in spite of the met…

There isn't anyone to take the child to kindergarten

It would be very hard for me not to be with my child

Service in kindergarten is poor, they don't care properly abut the…

The child will not learn important things in kindergarten if

Total

Settlement with kindergarten

Settlement without
kindergarten

Base: Total target population

What is the main reason why your child/children aged 3 to 5 years does/do not go to a kindergarten? 

Single response
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While most parents from urban settlements/ settlements with kindergarten specify mainly 
personal reasons for not enrolling their children in kindergarten (the child is too little for 
kindergarten, poor kindergarten service, children cannot learn anything there that cannot be 
learned at home, children get sick...), most parents from the settlements without a 
kindergarten mention objective barriers (kindergarten is far away, no transportation...)

7

Base: Total target population

30%

7%

60%

8%

73%24%

30%

17%

28%

17%46%
63%

23%

64%

10%

Total Urban Rural Settlements
with

kindergarten

Settlements
without

kindergarten

Personal reasons

Financial reasons

Objective barriers
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43%

19%

8%
2%

29%

Up to 20 Euro

21-30 Euro

31-40 Euro

Over 40 Euro

I'm not willing to pay for
kindergarten

Parents are mainly willing/ able to pay up to 20 Euros for kindergarten  (43%), and somewhat 
less than a third cannot afford to pay for kindergarten

7

How much money would you be willing/ able to pay a month for kindergarten for your child?

Base: Total target population
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„He is not enrolled... I could not take
him there. Transportation is the
problem. It’s really hard to travel with
him every morning. If we were not to
pay, it would have really been good. I
would really like him to go to
kindergarten. I would enrol him at the
age of 3. (unemployed mother, Nikšić
rural - Bogetići, child 4 years and 4
months old, does not attend
kindergarten)

„We enrolled him, but he didn’t like it, and I didn’t like
that kindergarten much either. The premises are
small, it’s all so narrow, small, they don’t even have a
yard in front of the kindergarten, and I enrolled him
there because of the price, it was cheaper there... But I
would never enrol him before the age of 3... It’s a
pity... And then, they get sick... I don’t know how good
that is, they go for several days, then they get sick and
don’t go and so on, maybe it’s not so good after all”.
(unemployed mother, faculty education, Nikšić urban,
child 4 years and 11 months old, does not attend
kindergarten )

The interviewed mothers from rural settlements without kindergarten mainly talk about the 
remote position of kindergarten and about financial reasons. One mother from urban 
settlement talks about subjective reasons – inadequate kindergarten premises, children 
getting sick. But all mothers agree that they would not enrol their children in kindergarten 
before the age of three

„5 km away from here. Both the school and kindergarten... We have to pay for kindergarten and for
transportation. When my husband is working, I can’t take the child there, especially when it’s raining or
snowing, I have to pay for a cab then. And I can’t drive my own car because fuel is expensive... So when I
think about it, it’s better he does not go... (unemployed mother, Pljevlja rural – Komini, child 4 years and
6 months old, does not attend kindergarten)
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„...The price – people can’t afford kindergarten...
Some believe that children should not go to
kindergarten, that they can learn things at home
with grandma, mom, dad, grandpa... I think that
it is better to let a child go to kindergarten for at
least a year or two if more time at the
kindergarten is not possible, at least to fit in and
learn some basics for school... When I enrolled
my older daughter, I understood that it was the
right thing to do...“(employed mother, Pljevlja
urban, children go to kindergarten, although her
parents-in-law can watch over them)

„I think that the financial situation is the biggest
problem, because I suppose that everyone would
enrol children in kindergarten if they could. I also
think that kindergartens are not big enough and
that there should be a larger number of them
available. When I wanted to enrol my child, all the
big kindergartens downtown were full.
(unemployed mother, faculty education, Nikšić
urban, child 4 years and 11 months old, does not
attend kindergarten)

The price of kindergarten service is generally specified as the reason for not enrolling children 
in kindergarten, but one urban settlement kindergarten teacher underlines that parents 
believe that child will be better off at home

„It’s because of the financial situation maybe,
parents with two or three children can’t pay
that much, only if it’s for free.“ (kindergarten
teacher, Nikšić rural – Miloćani)

„Some people believe that no one can take
better care of their child than themselves, they
should simply trust us more that their children
will do quite well in kindergarten, that it’s
better for children to go to kindergarten than
stay at home with all the attention focused on
him“. (kindergarten teacher, Žabljak, urban)
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE 3-HOUR FREE PRESCHOOL 
PROGRAM
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Great majority (87%) of parents of children who do not attend kindergarten are willing to 
enrol their child to the free 3-hour preschool program (85% in urban and 90% in rural 
settlements)

7

It is currently being considered to introduce a free 3-hour preschool program for all children age 3-5 years in preschool 
institutions in Montenegro, in order to enable children to be with their peers and participate in various educational 
and developmental activities adapted to their age. Please imagine that such a program is available near you – would 
you be willing to let your child attend this program?

Base: Total target population

• 81% of parents have nothing against 
their child entering this program

• 19% of parents from rural settlements 
think that the program might be 
organised too far away, or that 
transportation to that place could be 
a problem

87% 85% 90%

13% 15% 10%

Total Urban Rural

No

Yes
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According to parents, the main advantages of this program are that it is free and that it would 
enable socializing with other children. Only 5% of parents see no advantage in this program

7

What are the main advantages of this program?

Multiple responses; Base: Total target population

36%

25%

9%

8%

2%

4%

3%

3%

2%

1%

5%

20%

Because it's for free

Socializing with children

Education/ child development

Opportunity for all children to attend kindergarten

Preparation for school

It would be good for the child/ good idea, program

Kindergarten being in the vicinity

Child is becoming independent

The time spent there

Raising, behavior, habits

No advantage

Don't know

Spontaneous answers
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Most parents find no disadvantage in this program (73%) or cannot identify any (15%)

7

What are the main disadvantages of this program?

Multiple responses; Base: Total target population

6%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

73%

15%

Short stay

If there will be transportation organized

Conditions (hygiene, food)

It's crowded/ small space

Mistrust in the project

Other

No disadvantage

Don't know

Spontaneous answers 
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8%

31%

17%17%

38%

None of the
shifts would

suit me

Afternoon 4
PM to 7 PM

Middle, 2 PM
to 5 PM

Middle 12 to 3
PM

Morning 9 AM
to 12

Parents have various preferences regarding the shifts that would suit them best, but majority 
choose the shift after 16h

7Base: Total target population

Regardless of their 
preferences, 65% of parents 
would be able to enrol their 

child in such program if it 
were held in the afternoon, 
after 16 h (72% in urban and 

56% in rural settlements) 

Multiple responses: 

Which shifts would suit you best?
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„... It is fine, I would enrol him. Vicinity is
the key here, the child wouldn’t travel
anywhere. There would be no barriers, I
would enrol him. And he would accept for
sure! There are no shortcomings, three
hours would be great for the child.
(Unemployed mother, Nikšić rural - Bogetići,
child 4 years and 4 months old, does not
attend kindergarten)

„This seems ok. Especially for these children who
live in villages, who are mainly poor. Their
parents don’t work... There are 19 children in our
area whose parents are unemployed. They live
from agriculture and it would be great for them if
this could be for free“. (Teacher, Pljevlja, rural)

Interviewed mothers reacted very positively to the possibility of offering free 3-hour program 
for children, and one teacher from rural area of Pljevlja believes that free program for children 
would be of great help to the poor people of that area

Yes, I would enrol him, as preparation for
school. It would mean getting used to
having responsibilities... First of all sitting
at a desk“. (Unemployed mother, faculty
education, Nikšić urban, child 4 years and
11 months old, does not attend
kindergarten)
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS FOR THE 
SETTLEMENTS WITHOUT A KINDERGARTEN 
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Most parents who live in settlements without a kindergarten (81%) would enrol their children 
in 3-hour kindergarten program, with organized transportation – but they would more gladly 
opt for the same program in local school than for the organized transportation to the 
kindergarten in town

8

81%

19%

Yes

No

If you had available organized transportation of children –
that children travel by bus to a kindergarten, stay there for 3

hours and then get back, would you enroll your child in 
kindergarten and use this service?

65%

30%

3%
3%

Program in the local school

Program in the
kindergarten in the school
in the city
I would not enroll my child
in any of those programs

DK/Ref

If you could choose between three - hour program in local 
school nearby in your municipality or the same program 

in the city with organized transportation to the kindergarten 
and back, what would you choose?

Base: Parents from settlements without a kindergarten. 33% of total target group
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Mobile kindergartens would also be an acceptable solution for most parents who live in 
settlements without a kindergarten (62%), but significantly less than programs  organized in 
local school or, with transportation, in town

8

If it were possible to organize movable kindergartens - big, quality vehicles equipped with toys and 
other items that each kindergarten has, which would take children from home (or park in a place 
close to home), where they would stay for 3 hours and then be returned home, would you use this 
program?

67%

33%

Yes

No

Base: Parents from settlements without a kindergarten. 33% of total target group
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Most parents have not heard of interactive services, but the interest is weaker than for other 
alternative programs 

8

8%

92%

Yes

No

Have you heard of interactive services that include 
once a week visit of a kindergarten teacher to 

local school/local community, working with children, 
combined with visits to families?

What do you think about this possibility, 
would you be interested to include your child?

14%

8%

20%

27%

31%
Very interested

Mostly interested

Both yes and no

Mostly uninterested

We would not be
interested at all

Base: Parents from settlements without a kindergarten. 33% of total target group
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The main disadvantage of this program seems to be that one day a week is not enough –
parents prefer the idea of the classic kindergarten program

What would be some disadvantages of such interactive services?

27%

3%

3%

3%

2%

23%

41%

Once a week is not enough

It is better that children attend kindergarten

Children would not learn much

We are not informed well enough

Other

No disadvantage

I don't know, we are not informed enough

Spontaneous answers

Base: Parents from settlements without a kindergarten. 33% of total target group
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„...Maybe, I don’t know, maybe I would 
(accept organized transportation to 
kindergarten) ... It would be best if they 
came for 3 hours, to play at school for 3 
hours. It would be best...
(Unemployed mother, Nikšić rural - Bogetići, 
child 4 years and 4 months old, does not 
attend kindergarten)

„We would enrol him, although these 5 km are far
away. Money is the problem, if it were for free...
(Unemployed mother, Pljevlja rural – Komini,
child 4 years and 6 months old, does not attend
kindergarten)

Mothers who live in rural settlements are a lot more likely to opt for the 3-hour free program 
in their neighbourhood than for organized transportation of children to kindergarten. 
Kindergarten teachers and school teachers still believe that organized  transportation to 
kindergarten would increase the coverage of children

„Yes, with transportation, so that parents don’t
have to do that – many of us can’t take children
there because we work, this suits parents - the
child has activities there, socializes...“ (Teacher,
Nikšić urban)

„I think that coverage would be increased, why
not. There is a village 12/13 km away from
here, if there were organized transportation
and if kindergarten teachers would go, why
not“. (Kindergarten teacher, Žabljak, urban)
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„...Well I don’t know... Three hours is the
best.“ (Unemployed mother, Nikšić rural -
Bogetići, child 4 years and 4 months old,
doesn't go to kindergarten)

„ (mobile kindergarten) To be honest, it would
suit us. What ever it is, just that the child goes
there. We can’t send the child anywhere, so we
will accept all options.” (Unemployed mother,
Pljevlja rural – Komini, child 4 years and 6 months
old, doesn't go to kindergarten)

Although the mothers who live in settlements without a kindergarten find every program  
at least somewhat acceptable, the respondents confirm that mobile kindergartens, and 
particularly interactive services are less clear to parents and less acceptable than other 
programs

„


